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I.

INTRODUCTION
It seems odd (and unfortunate for consumers) that Ohio utilities are transitioning to

“normal” operations despite circumstances for their customers being anything but normal as the
pandemic rages on. The consumer protection subject today is the Percentage of Income Payment
(“PIPP”) electric program. PIPP is designed to help consumers stay connected to their electric
service (and have heat, lights, etc.) by paying their bills based on a percentage of their income
rather than the entire bill. It protects Duke’s most vulnerable customers because it allows them
to continue to receive utility service even when they are not able to pay their entire

electric bill. Due to the coronavirus pandemic, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(“PUCO”) rightly extended additional protections to PIPP customers. It did so by preventing
electric utilities from removing customers from the PIPP program even when customers were not
able to make the minimum payments required under the PIPP program
Duke, in response to the Consumer Groups’1 Motion to Protect PIPP customers, says that
it intends to allow customers to remain on PIPP without meeting minimum payment
requirements, until January 2021. The Consumer Groups appreciate Duke’s stated intention. But
for consumer protection there should be an Order from the PUCO to protect Duke’s most
vulnerable customers. Duke shouldn’t mind that order, since it is proposing to voluntarily do the
same. The PUCO should issue a ruling that is consistent with Duke’s representations. Duke
should not remove customers from electric PIPP earlier than January 2021 (and should not
remove consumers until sometime after that date, if determined by the Ohio Development
Services Agency).

II.

RECOMMENDATION
To protect consumers, the PUCO should enter an Order preventing Duke from
removing customers from electric PIPP until no earlier than January 2021 and
directing its Staff to work with ODSA to assist in coordinating future plans for
reinstating PIPP eligibility and verification requirements.
Duke claims that the Consumer Groups’ Motion to Protect PIPP customers is moot

because it already intends to do what the Consumers Groups ask.2 Duke is wrong. The
Consumer Groups’ Motion seeks a PUCO Order to protect Duke’s neediest electric PIPP
customers against removal from PIPP no sooner than January 2021. While Duke’s stated
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intentions to undertake action are a good start, those intentions should be converted into
enforceable policy through a PUCO order. That is all the Consumer Groups ask. The PUCO
should simply issue an Order transforming Duke’s stated intention that it will not resume normal
PIPP activities (including removing customers from PIPP who do not make minimum payments)
until at least January 20213 into an enforceable policy.
In our Motion, the Consumer Groups’ also specifically asked the PUCO to direct its Staff
to coordinate with ODSA to assist in working on future plans for reinstating all electric PIPP
eligibility and verification requirements.4 The PUCO should instruct its Staff when coordinating
with ODSA to advocate for the PIPP consumer protections to extend until the end of the winter
heating season. PUCO Staff involvement is important to protect consumers, as the PUCO
regulates Duke.

III.

CONCLUSION
The most vulnerable Ohioans’ struggles have been made more desperate by the

coronavirus pandemic. The PUCO should, by Order, carry out Duke’s intentions to provide
additional protection for PIPP customers, allowing those customers more time to financially
recover from the coronavirus. That would mean that PIPP customers could continue to receive
service from Duke, without meeting the payment requirements under the PIPP program until
January 2021 or until sometime after that date if ODSA determines it is safe to resume
disconnections at a later date. It should also direct its Staff to coordinate with ODSA the
consideration of future plans for reinstating all electric PIPP eligibility and verification
requirements.
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